
Release Notes for Public PTF (2011-03-31)

1. Origin Product/Version

OX v6.18.2 Rev 29

2. Packages shipped with this PTF Release

OX v6.18.2 Rev 31 (built 2011-03-25)

OXtender 2 for Microsoft Outlook v7.0.12

3. Bugs fixed with this PTF Release

18080   user cannot create subfolders within infostore for pim_infostore access
Considering module when checking public folder access to ignore 
forbidden creation of public folders under infostore folders.
No potential side effects.

18745   database consumes 100% cpu after expanding infostore folder
SQL IN is a lot faster than INNER JOIN with UNION ALL. Additionally 
fixed a N+1 select problem.
No potential side effects.

18303   Mails don't have a date
If the client sends a date header only with the sub-field "utc" set, and 
without the sub-field "date", the USM used the default locale (i.e. the 
locale of the Java VM used to start the OX server) to compose the date 
string from the utc timestamp. This has been fixed.
No possible side effects.

18430   exception_message "Contains non-LDH characters.:"
To allow updates on already existing mails containing illegal mail 
addresses, the USM MimeMailBuilder now uses a fallback algorithm 
(simple composition in the form <personal> + " <" + <address> + ">" 
or only <address> if no personal part available) if the normal algorithm 
fails.
No possible side effects.

18494   Importing iCal attachment from google appointment invation mail fails
A new response status code has been added to the USM/JSON-API:

14 (Unknown UID)
This code is now reported by the setConfirmationStatus call if no 
appointment with the given UID was found in the OX server (in the 
default Calendar folder of the user, where all appointments to which he 
is invited to will show up).
No possible side effects.
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18595   Mail could not be found in folder error_params "default0/INBOX\"
It is now allowed to create empty mails by the client.
No possible side effects.

18731   Invitations created in public calendars can not be accepted under 
Outlook 2003
If mails are synchronized from server to client, the USM only attaches a 
"meeting_request" element to OX invitation mails if the appointment is 
found in the default Calendar folder (either in the last sync state, or as a 
fallback, by checking the current content of the default calendar folder).
No possible side effects.

18737   USM error when sending mail to non-existent recipient
An error dialog is informing now the user that a mail could not be sent. 
The error can be ignored now by the user, and the synchronization 
continues.
No possible side effects.
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4. Changes relevant for Administrator

Changes of configuration files

- none -

Changes of database schemes

- none -

Changes of command line tools schemes

- none -

5. Changes relevant for Developers

Changes of the HTTP API

- none -

Changes of the RMI API

- none -

Changes of the WebDAV API

- none -

6. Tests

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated “Smoke” and 
“Always” test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
setup. 

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes. 

7. Side effects

No side effects.
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